
Course Title: Septic System Inspections and Property Transfers

Course Description: This is a risk management course with a refined scope of concentration on
property transfers involving septic systems and the wide range of inherent liabilities. Liabilities
are addressed with specific focus on successful disclosure techniques designed to avert errors

and omissions claims and./or litigation.

The following will be the means used in assessing whether the Learning Objectives have been
met (Pre and post test, Q&A etc.)
Insert specific methods - A "cheat sheef'will be utilized to assess whether learning objectives
are being met. Course participants will complete the cheat sheet during the course and there are
several "check points" to ensure that students are retaining the information provided and writing
down what is necessary to provide them with the tools they will need to conduct these
transactions. The cheat sheet will also serve as a reference for future transactions.
Timed Outline: Describe in detail the components of the course by breaking it down into subject
matter areas of no greater than 15 minutes. What will be the method of instruction or teaching
technique used for each area (lecture, slides, group activities, videotape etc.)

ves (See attachment on Bloom's l'axonomy and Learnine Levels
Leamins Level Learnine Obiective
Insert Level (Words
or Numbers)

Insert corresponding learning objective

Leaming level6 The licensee will be able to assess liability on individual transactions,
use inspection data to ask pointed questions, and document thorough
disclosure to successfully avert the potential for future claims or
litieation.

Leaming level6 The licensee will be able to atcach regulatory compliance to contractual
obligations in a manner that clearly discloses specific responsibilities of
each party, as it relates to maintenance service provider agreements.

Learning level6 The licensee will be able to support recommendations and defend
further actions necessary to more efficiently manage the risk of property
transfers involving septic systems.

Learning level6 The licensee will be able to predict potential problems, based on system
history and inspection data, and select proper preventive disclosure
measures.

Learning level6 The licensee will be able to rate overall disclosure documentation and
determine what further documentation may be necessary to avoid hidden
liabilities that typically arise at a later date.

Length in
Time
(15 min.
increments)

Teaching
Technique

Subject Matter Segment and Description

10 minutes Lecture Training organization, regulatory overview of revised
regulations (effective 9llll3), stakeholder update, new
manasement atNMED. and new policies to be imolemented.



10 minutes Lecture Statewide Liquid Waste database and getting to'oright", locating
existins permits.

10 minutes Lecture and
interactive

Creating a cheat sheet for future use (there will be several check
points), shaking down the seller for information, three levels of
treatment (systems).

10 minutes Lecture Definitions in new regulations and interpretation of those that
impact property transfers...everything you need to know for
orooertv transfers. and nothins vou don't.

10 minutes Interactive Ouestions and answers: Definitions.
l0 minutes Break Break
l0 minutes Lecture and

interactive
What you need to know if there has been modifications to the
system or building(s), lot size requirement, revised policy
concerning permitting, setback requirements and exclusions,
variance requirements for permitting, guest houses and shared
systems. Cheat sheet check point.

15 minutes Lecture and
interactive

Compliance with maintenance service provider requirements for
advanced treatment (ATS) and low-pressure pipe dispersion
systems, and disclosure issues that are causing problems in real
estate transactions. What you need to know about monitoring
requirements, new inspection requirements and new service
provider requirements. Hydrogeologic Sensitivity Mapping
System, cheat sheet check point (additional information and
proposed changes for monitoring is covered in the Maintenance
Service Provider Section of the trainine).

15 minutes Lecture Using qualified industry professionals, inspecting permitted and
non-permitted systems, third-party inspector requirements and
certifications that qualif, inspectors, including a new
certification for third party inspectors on property transfers, and
new seotage pumper requirements.

l0 minutes Interactive Questions and answers. Inspection and service provider
aqreement requirements as part of a oropertv transfer.

l0 minutes Break Break
15 minutes Lecture and

interactive
NMED new "no pass no fail" policy, preparing for the most cost
eflective inspection, what to expect during the inspection, new
evaluation (inspection) form, who pays for the inspection, what
happens after the inspection. check sheet checkpoint.

10 minutes Lecture What is going on with maintenance service providers and
monitoring of ATS? Clearing up the disconnect in service
provider agreements and real estate transactions.

15 minutes Lecture What to do if your client does have a maintenance service
orovider asreement. and what to do if thev do not?

l0 minutes Lecture What to do if the "designated" service provider approved by
NMED is no longer in business, and securing a "no surprises"
service asreement.

10 minutes Break Break
l5 minutes lnteractive The three riskiest transactions - E & O claims waitins to



happen. Discussion.

5 Lecfure Gettine your OWN inspection credentials - a really bad idea!

15 minutes Lecture the cost of litigation, four types of liability associated with
misrepresentation, and five types of damages that can be

awarded by the courts for misrepresentation.

15 minutes Lecture and
interactive

Disclosure and how to do it right, regardless of your
representation and agency agreement. Due diligence'
check sheet review.

Final


